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The Specialized High Schools Admissions Test (SHSAT) is a standardized
exam that students must take in order to be admitted to one of New York
City's eight specialized high schools. These schools are highly competitive,
and the SHSAT is a challenging exam. However, with the right preparation,
students can increase their chances of success.

McGraw-Hill Education's New York City SHSAT Third Edition is a
comprehensive preparation guide that can help students achieve their best
score on the SHSAT. The book includes:

* **Three full-length practice tests** with answer keys and explanations *
**Diagnostic exercises** to help students identify their strengths and
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weaknesses * **Targeted review of all SHSAT topics** * **Expert
strategies** for answering different types of questions

What's New in the Third Edition?

The third edition of McGraw-Hill Education's New York City SHSAT has
been updated to reflect the latest changes to the exam. The book includes:

* **New practice tests** that are more representative of the actual SHSAT *
**Updated content** that covers all of the new topics that are now tested on
the SHSAT * **Revised strategies** that will help students answer
questions more effectively

Benefits of Using McGraw-Hill Education's New York City SHSAT
Third Edition

There are many benefits to using McGraw-Hill Education's New York City
SHSAT Third Edition, including:

* **Increased score:** Students who use the book to prepare for the
SHSAT have significantly increased their scores. * **Improved
confidence:** The book's comprehensive coverage of all SHSAT topics will
help students feel more confident on test day. * **Reduced stress:** The
book's clear and concise explanations will help students reduce stress and
anxiety about the SHSAT.

McGraw-Hill Education's New York City SHSAT Third Edition is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date preparation guide available for the SHSAT.
The book's proven strategies and practice tests will help students achieve
their best score on the exam and increase their chances of admission to
one of New York City's specialized high schools.
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Spy Secrets That Can Save Your Life
` In the world of espionage, survival is paramount. Intelligence operatives
face life-threatening situations on a regular basis, and they rely...

An Elusive World Wonder Traced
For centuries, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon have been shrouded in
mystery. Now, researchers believe they have finally pinpointed the
location of...
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